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Abstract
We consider the construction of several con"gurations, including:
• overlarge sets of 2-(11; 5; 2) designs, that is, partitions of the set of all 5-subsets of a 12-set
into 72 2-(11; 5; 2) designs;
• an indecomposable doubly overlarge set of 2-(11; 5; 2) designs, that is, a partition of two
copies of the set of all 5-subsets of a 12-set into 144 2-(11; 5; 2) designs, such that the 144
designs can be arranged into a 12 × 12 square with interesting row and column properties;
• a partition of the Steiner system S(5; 6; 12) into 12 disjoint 2-(11; 6; 3) designs arising from
the diagonal of the square;
• bidistant permutation arrays and generalized Room squares arising from the doubly overlarge
set, and their relation to some new strongly regular graphs.
c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
A t-design based on a v-set, X; is a collection of k-subsets (blocks) chosen from
X in such a way that each unordered t-subset of X occurs in precisely  of the
blocks. Such a design has parameters t-(v; k; ). In the particular case where =1; the
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designs are often called Steiner systems and denoted S(t; k; v). The t-designs on which
our constructions are based are the S(5; 6; 12), and the two complementary designs
with parameters 2-(11; 5; 2) and 2-(11; 6; 3). Each of these designs is unique up to
isomorphism.
A partition into t-(v; k; ) designs of the set (Xk ) of all (
v
k ) k-subsets of the v-
set X is called a large set of t-(v; k; ) designs, LS(t-(v; k; )): If a t-(v; k; ) design
has b blocks then b must divide ( vk ) for a large set to exist. Even if this condi-
tion is satis"ed, a large set need not exist; for instance, there are LS(S(2; 3; 9))s
([12] is a convenient reference), but there is no LS(S(3; 4; 10)) [4] and consequently
neither an LS(S(4; 5; 11)) nor an LS(S(5; 6; 12)). LS(2-(11; 5; 2))s exist [7]. For fur-
ther information on large sets of t-designs, see [3,8], and references cited
there in.
Whether or not a large set exists, it may be possible to pack the designs neatly
by enlarging the set of points on which they are based, sometimes by adjoining just
one extra point. Thus if the set of all the ( v+1k ) k-subsets of a (v + 1)-set can be
partitioned into t-(v; k; ) designs so that each design in the partition misses one el-
ement of the underlying set, then we have an overlarge set of t-(v; k; ) designs,
OS(t-(v; k; )): The existence of a (t + 1)-(v + 1; k + 1; 1) design is certainly suf-
"cient to ensure the existence of an OS(t-(v; k; 1)); namely, the set of all its de-
rived designs. But this condition is not necessary: there is no 4-(9; 5; 1) design but
there are OS(3-(8; 4; 1))s [1]. For an overlarge set to exist, b must divide ( v+1k ),
but again this condition is not suIcient; for instance, there are OS(S(4; 5; 11))s but
no OS(S(5; 6; 12)) [13]. In Section 2, we give two non-isomorphic examples of
OS(2-(11; 5; 2))s.
A partition of two copies of the set of all ( vk ) or (
v+1
k ) blocks into t-(v; k; ) de-
signs is called a doubly large or doubly overlarge set, denoted by DLS(t-(v; k; )) or
DOS(t-(v; k; )), respectively. A doubly large (or doubly overlarge) set which cannot
be described as the union of two large (or overlarge) sets, respectively, is said to be
indecomposable.
In Section 3, we "rst construct a partition 
 of two copies of the blocks of an
S(4; 5; 11) into 12 2-(11; 5; 2) designs. These designs form a triangular array, any two
of them having precisely one block in common. Next, by forming a partition anal-
ogous to 
 on each of the 12 derived S(4; 5; 11)s of an S(5; 6; 12); we construct an
indecomposable DOS(2-(11; 5; 2)).
To state the further results obtained in Section 4, we need some de"nitions. A
bidistant permutation array (BPA) de"ned on the elements of a set S of cardinality
r is a v× r array such that:
1. each row is a permutation of the symbols of S;
2. any two rows agree in precisely 1 or 2 columns.
Such a BPA is denoted by A(r; {1; 2}; v) and from our DOS(2-(11; 5; 2)); we construct
examples of an A(12; {0; 2}; 144).
In this context we de"ne a generalized Room square (GRS) of block size k; side r
and indices 1 and 2 based on a set X of cardinality v to be an r× r array F such
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that:
1. every cell of F contains a k-subset of X ;
2. each element of X occurs once in each row and once in each column of F ;
3. any two distinct elements of X occur together in precisely 1 or 2 cells of F .
Such a GRS is denoted by S(k; r; {1; 2}; v); using a method analogous to that de-
scribed in [9], we construct an example of an S(12; 12; {0; 2}; 144) which corresponds
to our A(12; {0; 2}; 144): Thus in our A(12; {0; 2}; 144) we label the 144 rows by the
144 symbols 00, 01; : : : ; bb. Then if entry (xy; j)= i; we place symbol xy in cell (i; j)
of the S(12; 12; {0; 2}; 144).
A strongly regular graph with parameters (v; ; 1; 2) is a "nite graph on v vertices,
having neither loops nor multiple edges, regular of degree  (with 0¡¡v− 1), such
that any two distinct vertices have 1 common neighbours if they are adjacent, and
2 if they are not. The numbers 1 and 2 are independent of the particular choice of
vertex. For examples, see [2].
From a strongly regular graph, we may be able to construct a symmetric partially
balanced incomplete block design (SPBIBD), with two associate classes. Such a design
is a set of b= v k-subsets (blocks) chosen from a set of v elements, such that every
element occurs in exactly r= k blocks, every pair of "rst associates in exactly 1 blocks,
every pair of second associates in 2 blocks, and k¡v: We denote the parameters of
the design by (v; k; 1; 2).
In Section 5, we use our A(12; {0; 2}; 144) to construct some SPBIBDs and some
new strongly regular graphs.
2. Overlarge sets of 2-(11; 5; 2) designs
Table 1 shows a set of six base designs of an OS(2-(11; 5; 2)) invariant under Z12;
the cyclic group of order 12, generated by the permutation (0123456789ab). Similarly
Table 2 shows a set of six base designs for an OS(2-(11; 5; 2)) invariant under D6;
the dihedral group of order 12, generated by the permutations (012345)(6789ab),
(06)(17)(28)(39)(4a)(5b). Each of these base sets misses the element b.
Similar construction methods are used for both these overlarge sets. First we partition
the set of all ( 125 )= 792 5-subsets of a 12-set into 66 orbits, each of size 12, under Z12
or D6, respectively. From each orbit we delete the "ve 5-subsets containing point b.
On the remaining 66× 7=462 5-subsets we de"ne a graph G as follows: Two subsets
are adjacent if and only if they belong to di7erent orbits and have precisely two
points in common. Thus a clique of size 11 in G corresponds to a 2-(11; 5; 2) design
with each block belonging to a diJerent orbit.
A complete search yielded 26 876 11-cliques in the graph corresponding to Z12 and
26 744 11-cliques in that corresponding to D6: To express the cliques in terms of the
66 orbits, we labelled the points of each clique by the orbits to which they belong,
in each case. We then used a spread of six 11-cliques to generate an OS(2-(11; 5; 2))
invariant under Z12 or D6, respectively. The spread enumeration program from [11]
was used to generate hundreds of non-isomorphic solutions in each case.
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Table 1
Base designs of a cyclic OS(2-(11; 5; 2))
01234 01569 02578 0389a 0467a 1268a 1357a 14789 23679 2459a 34568
01236 01789 02458 0349a 0567a 1247a 1358a 14569 23579 2689a 34678
01368 0147a 02349 02567 0589a 12458 1269a 13579 2378a 3456a 46789
0128a 01567 02346 03589 0479a 12459 13478 1369a 2357a 26789 4568a
01289 01467 02356 0379a 0458a 1234a 13578 1569a 24579 2678a 34689
01245 0138a 0269a 03467 05789 12379 14689 1567a 23568 2478a 3459a
Table 2
Base designs of a dihedral OS(2-(11; 5; 2))
01256 01478 02349 0358a 0679a 1237a 13689 1459a 2468a 25789 34567
01257 01689 0249a 03458 0367a 1238a 13479 1456a 23569 24678 5789a
01268 0149a 0257a 03478 03569 12345 1367a 15789 2389a 24679 4568a
01289 01457 02356 0349a 0678a 1246a 1358a 13679 23478 2579a 45689
01357 01468 02389 0247a 0569a 1236a 12459 1789a 25678 3458a 34679
01378 0159a 0236a 02458 04679 1247a 12689 13456 23579 3489a 5678a
3. A doubly overlarge set of 2-(11; 5; 2) designs
An S(4; 5; 11) contains precisely 12 2-(11; 5; 2) designs, any two of which have
one block in common. These 12 designs partition two copies of the set of blocks of
S(4; 5; 11); see Table 3. Clearly, each block of S(4; 5; 11) occurs in two of these
designs, thus forming a triangular graph T12. The designs listed in Table 3 are gener-
ated from the one in the top row (labelled 00) by the permutations (162b873a459),
(134)(268ba7)(59). The labelling of each design with an ordered pair of symbols
will be explained shortly.
To construct a DOS(2-(11; 5; 2)), we start with an S(5; 6; 12); form all 12 of its
derived S(4; 5; 11)s and then partition two copies of each of them into 12 2-(11; 5; 2)
designs, as shown in Table 3. Since every 5-set of the underlying 12-set is covered by
precisely one block of the original S(5; 6; 12); it appears as a block of precisely one
of the derived S(4; 5; 11)s and hence in precisely two of the 2-(11; 5; 2) designs of the
partition. Thus we have a DOS(2-(11; 5; 2)) as claimed. Further it is indecomposable,
since the 2-(11; 5; 2)s in each S(4; 5; 11) form a T12.
Our aim now is to re-arrange the 144 designs in the DOS into a 12× 12 square
with interesting properties. The position of each design in the square will be indicated
with row and column labels; in particular, the designs in Table 3 form column 0 of
the square.
In order to form the square, we take two permutations,  and , which together
generate M12 and apply this group to the rows, columns and points of any design of
Table 3. The subscripts indicate the permutations to be applied to row labels, and to
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Table 3
Two copies of the blocks of an S(4; 5; 11) partitioned into 12 2-(11; 5; 2) designs
00: 12579 1268a 13478 1369b 145ab 2349a 2358b 2467b 3567a 45689 789ab
10: 12367 129ab 13459 1468b 1578a 2358b 2456a 24789 347ab 3689a 5679b
20: 1247a 1256b 13459 138ab 16789 23468 2379b 2589a 3567a 4578b 469ab
30: 12389 1256b 1346a 1479b 1578a 23457 248ab 2679a 359ab 3678b 45689
40: 1234b 12579 13568 1489a 167ab 2378a 2456a 2689b 34679 359ab 4578b
50: 12389 1247a 1357b 1468b 1569a 236ab 2459b 25678 3458a 34679 789ab
60: 12469 1278b 13568 1379a 145ab 23457 236ab 2589a 3489b 4678a 5679b
70: 1235a 1278b 1369b 14567 1489a 23468 2459b 2679a 347ab 35789 568ab
80: 12458 129ab 1346a 1357b 16789 23569 2378a 2467b 3489b 4579a 568ab
90: 1234b 1268a 1379a 14567 1589b 23569 24789 257ab 3458a 3678b 469ab
a0: 1235a 12469 13478 1589b 167ab 2379b 248ab 25678 3456b 3689a 4579a
b0: 12367 12458 138ab 1479b 1569a 2349a 257ab 2689b 3456b 35789 4678a
Table 4
The 12 2-(11; 5; 2) designs in row 0 of the DOS(2-(11; 5; 2))
00: 12579 1268a 13478 1369b 145ab 2349a 2358b 2467b 3567a 45689 789ab
01: 02579 0268a 03478 0369b 045ab 23456 237ab 2489b 3589a 4679a 5678b
02: 01579 0168a 0349a 0358b 0467b 13456 137ab 1489b 36789 4578a 569ab
03: 01478 0169b 0249a 0258b 0567a 12456 127ab 1589a 26789 4579b 468ab
04: 01378 015ab 0239a 0267b 05689 12356 1289b 1679a 2578a 3579b 368ab
05: 01279 014ab 0238b 0367a 04689 12346 1389a 1678b 2478a 269ab 3479b
06: 0128a 0139b 0247b 0357a 04589 12345 1479a 1578b 23789 259ab 348ab
07: 01259 01348 0246b 0356a 089ab 123ab 1469a 1568b 23689 2458a 3459b
08: 0126a 01347 0235b 04569 079ab 1249b 1359a 1567b 23679 2457a 346ab
09: 01257 0136b 0234a 04568 078ab 1248b 1358a 1467a 23678 256ab 3457b
0a: 01268 0145b 02349 03567 0789b 1237b 13589 14679 24578 2569b 3468b
0b: 01369 0145a 02358 02467 0789a 1237a 12489 15678 2569a 34579 3468a
column labels and points:
= rc&p= (04971a3b256)r (0391b854a67)c&p;
= rc&p= (07)(1b)(24)(35)(6a)(89)r (0a)(15)(2b)(34)(68)(79)c&p:
Thus  and , respectively, applied to the design labelled 00 give
43: 0124b 01568 0278a 04679 059ab 1269a 1457a 1789b 24589 2567b 468ab;
7a: 01235 01489 02679 0347b 0568b 1246b 13678 1579b 2389b 24578 34569:
Altogether we obtain an arrangement of the 144 diJerent designs into a square.
Some of the sets of designs in this partition are especially interesting. For instance,
all the designs in the same column of the 12× 12 array form a partition of two copies
of the blocks in an S(4; 5; 11) into 12 2-(11; 5; 2) designs as illustrated in Table 3
above. All the designs in the same row of the array together form a 3-(12; 5; 6) design
with automorphism group M11 triply transitive on its points; see Table 4 for an
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Table 5
The 12 2-(11; 5; 2) designs in the diagonal {i; i} of the DOS(2-(11; 5; 2))
00: 12579 1268a 13478 1369b 145ab 2349a 2358b 2467b 3567a 45689 789ab
11: 02367 029ab 03459 0468b 0578a 2348a 2457b 25689 356ab 3789b 4679a
22: 0147a 0156b 03468 0379b 0589a 13578 1369a 1489b 345ab 45679 678ab
33: 01289 0146a 02457 059ab 0678b 127ab 1458b 15679 2469b 2568a 4789a
44: 0123b 0189a 0256a 03679 0578b 12678 1357a 1569b 23589 279ab 368ab
55: 0137b 0169a 0249b 02678 0348a 12346 128ab 14789 2379a 3689b 467ab
66: 01249 01358 023ab 0478a 0579b 1257a 1347b 189ab 23789 2458b 3459a
77: 0128b 01456 0269a 034ab 03589 12349 1368a 159ab 2356b 2458a 4689b
88: 01245 01679 0237a 0349b 056ab 1236b 1359a 147ab 2469a 2579b 34567
99: 0137a 0158b 02356 02478 046ab 1245a 1267b 13468 238ab 3457b 5678a
aa: 01235 0167b 0248b 03689 04579 12789 1349b 14568 23467 2569b 3578b
bb: 0138a 01479 0257a 02689 03456 12359 1246a 15678 23478 3679a 4589a
example. Note that each 3-(12; 5; 6) contains 12 disjoint 2-(11; 5; 2) designs, and that
each 2-(11; 5; 2) design is contained in precisely 12 3-(12; 5; 6) designs.
All the designs on the diagonal of the array together form an S(5; 6; 12); see Table 5.
From this we construct a partition of the S(5; 6; 12) into 12 3-(11; 6; 3) designs in the
following way: to each block of design ii, we adjoin element i and then form the
complement of this augmented block. Thus from design 00, we construct the 2-(11; 6; 3)
design which misses the element 00, as follows.
3468ab 34579b 2569ab 24578a 236789 15678b 14679a 13589a 12489b
1237ab 123456
4. Related designs
From the square constructed in the previous section, we now form a bidistant permu-
tation array A(12; {0; 2}; 144) as follows. We no longer work with the actual designs
in the square, but only with their labels, in particular with the labels of the diagonal.
We let the M12 generated by the permutations  and  act on these. Thus for instance,
 transforms
00 11 22 33 44 55 66 77 88 99 aa bb
into 43 ab 52 b9 9a 64 07 10 85 71 36 28;
rearranging this into row order gives 07 10 28 36 43 52 64 71 85 9a ab b9. We
record only the column labels 708632415ab9. To save space, we list the 144 strings
of length 12 in lexicographic order in a 6× 24 array; see Table 6. (Obviously we
could equally well have arranged the labels in column order and recorded only the
row labels.) A permutation in A(2; {0; 2}; 144) agrees with precisely 66 permutations
in two symbols, and with 77 permutations in no symbol.
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Table 6
The bidistant permutation array A(12; {0; 2}; 144)
0123456789ab 018b627a3495 042a83759b61 04b7329815a6 0617b384a925 0641352a97b8
0742a685139b 079b4132a568 0981a4375b26 09ba61248357 0a13869254b7 0a92b4683751
1069872543ba 10a6b9387524 12083b7a4569 123580976ba4 13706b98245a 13a5486207b9
1564b08a2793 15763824b9a0 1804a967b352 18596a740b23 1b304a857962 1b58a7326490
21694a5b3708 2176a903548b 2468b709a531 24a589b61307 263087ab9415 26583a40197b
27096b41a385 2754a0169b38 297568a03b41 29a04b138576 2a0438b95716 2a36b0518947
312459ba7068 31b9270468a5 348017b52a96 34b89a520167 364519a7082b 36907a14b258
371408a2b695 3796504821ab 39280b476a51 3985201a46b7 3a197b584026 3a46980572b1
40637a89512b 407b19263a58 4207986b31a5 425a1073869b 43675091a2b8 43a10b769825
45729b83a061 45ab78301296 48320a9b1657 485327609ab1 4b0a29315867 4b31572980a6
5182a76b4039 51b36a907284 5427b9610a83 54813a79b602 561a8923b074 5691b730284a
57134b862a09 574b6829013a 592a483b7610 59b7a0836142 5a423b916870 5a9b80764213
60829a153b74 60b317a28549 621a78045b39 62419b57830a 632708b5194a 63ba20589714
65237b1a9480 658b1047a932 684b290a1573 689257b4a310 6b1759a83402 6b910a425783
7024b319865a 708632415ab9 7218b6503a94 729084b3516a 738561b9a024 73b8a4061259
7529864b10a3 75b431a09862 78194503a6b2 7846a35b9120 7b4065a18293 7b95421638a0
817b2350496a 81a205b36794 846a7251b390 847195062ba3 860a134b2759 8657921304ba
87032619b5a4 873254a10b69 896701ab4523 89a1564073b2 8a3b71096452 8a5314b67920
907235a8461b 90ab83426175 9231b40a7685 925731b46a08 936a4105287b 9371a652b048
956384a7b201 95a2b6140837 980365ba2147 983b42570a16 9b07a3154286 9b5a62487031
a02975316b48 a0b492867315 a240169b7538 a2957160438b a3285679041b a3802461b975
a586913b2407 a5b914230786 a81453902b76 a8960273b541 ab1805264937 ab4523896701
b1640297583a b1a653748209 b4751392a680 b4a075689132 b6089537a214 b635728a1049
b73601259a84 b7592438160a b968542a3170 b97026845a13 ba0916753842 ba5491628073
Using the method described in Section 1, and starting from the array in Table 6, we
construct the generalized Room square S(12; 12; {0; 2}; 144) shown in Table 7. We note
that the blocks in each row of our GRS form a parallel class constituting a resolution
R1 of the underlying SPBIBD(144; 12; 0; 2). Similarly the columns are parallel classes
forming another resolution R2. The two resolutions are mutually orthogonal, that is, two
blocks belonging to a parallel class in one resolution are in diJerent parallel classes
in the other resolution. We also note that the GRS contains no transversals of disjoint
blocks. In the next section we base further constructions on this GRS.
5. Some new strongly regular graphs
The blocks in Table 7 form a non-self-dual SPBIBD(144; 12; 0; 2) based on a strongly
regular graph with parameters srg(144; 66; 30; 30). The vertices of the graph are the
144 points 00; : : : ; bb of the design, two points appear together in two blocks or none,
and two vertices are adjacent if and only if the corresponding points appear together
in two blocks. The graph is a regular two-graph [14] with a transitive automorphism
group 2×M12: If we isolate a vertex by Seidel-switching, and then remove the isolated
vertex, we obtain an srg(143; 70; 33; 35): The two-graph with an isolated vertex can
be switched back to an srg(144; 77; 40; 42) by using a regular subgraph (77; 40) on 77





















The generalised Room square S(12; 12; {0; 2}; 144)
00 01 02 10 11 12 20 21 22 30 31 32 40 41 42 50 51 52 60 61 62 70 71 72 80 81 82 90 91 92 a0 a1 a2 b0 b1 b2
03 04 05 13 14 15 23 24 25 33 34 35 43 44 45 53 54 55 63 64 65 73 74 75 83 84 85 93 94 95 a3 a4 a5 b3 b4 b5
06 07 08 16 17 18 26 27 28 36 37 38 46 47 48 56 57 58 66 67 68 76 77 78 86 87 88 96 97 98 a6 a7 a8 b6 b7 b8
09 0a 0b 19 1a 1b 29 2a 2b 39 3a 3b 49 4a 4b 59 5a 5b 69 6a 6b 79 7a 7b 89 8a 8b 99 9a 9b a9 aa ab b9 ba bb
10 11 40 00 01 20 12 13 42 14 15 44 02 03 22 16 17 46 04 05 24 06 07 26 18 19 48 08 09 28 0a 0b 2a 1a 1b 4a
41 60 61 21 30 31 43 62 63 45 64 65 23 32 33 47 66 67 25 34 35 27 36 37 49 68 69 29 38 39 2b 3a 3b 4b 6a 6b
70 71 90 50 51 80 72 73 92 74 75 94 52 53 82 76 77 96 54 55 84 56 57 86 78 79 98 58 59 88 5a 5b 8a 7a 7b 9a
91 a0 a1 81 b0 b1 93 a2 a3 95 a4 a5 83 b2 b3 97 a6 a7 85 b4 b5 87 b6 b7 99 a8 a9 89 b8 b9 8b ba bb 9b aa ab
12 18 26 04 0a 36 00 02 30 13 1a 24 05 06 34 19 1b 25 10 16 20 14 17 21 01 08 32 07 0b 35 11 15 23 03 09 31
2a 42 4a 3a 54 56 38 52 58 2b 48 4b 3b 57 5a 27 43 49 22 40 44 28 41 46 39 50 53 37 55 5b 29 45 47 33 51 59
84 86 98 62 6a 72 64 66 70 87 8a 92 63 68 79 85 8b 93 82 88 94 80 83 90 60 67 71 69 6b 73 81 89 91 61 65 75
9a b4 ba 78 a8 aa 76 a0 a4 99 b5 b6 7a a2 ab 9b b7 bb 96 b0 b8 95 b2 b9 74 a5 a6 7b a3 a9 97 b1 b3 77 a1 a7
14 1a 24 05 08 45 06 0b 46 00 0a 40 16 18 27 13 15 23 11 17 21 03 04 42 12 1b 22 10 19 20 02 09 43 01 07 41
29 32 35 4b 53 55 48 50 5a 49 51 56 2a 30 36 28 34 39 2b 37 3b 44 52 59 25 33 38 26 31 3a 4a 54 58 47 57 5b
73 7a a2 63 6b 83 60 69 81 61 66 86 70 77 a1 74 7b a3 71 79 a6 64 6a 85 72 75 a4 76 78 a0 62 65 82 67 68 80
a5 b3 b9 89 92 95 87 90 97 8b 96 98 a8 b0 bb ab b2 b5 a9 b1 b6 88 93 9a aa b4 b8 a7 b7 ba 84 94 9b 8a 91 99
36 38 45 32 34 41 31 39 49 03 05 12 00 07 15 30 37 44 01 09 14 35 3a 40 02 0a 10 33 3b 42 06 08 18 04 0b 11
48 64 6b 43 61 67 4a 65 68 17 25 2a 1a 20 29 4b 69 6a 19 26 28 47 62 66 13 23 24 46 60 63 1b 21 27 16 22 2b
81 88 a9 84 8b a2 80 86 a5 53 5a 71 56 58 78 87 89 a4 51 57 74 82 8a a0 54 5b 73 83 85 a1 50 59 75 52 55 70
aa b0 b6 a7 b2 ba ab b7 b9 77 90 93 7b 94 99 a8 b1 b8 7a 98 9b a3 b3 b5 76 91 96 a6 b4 bb 79 95 9a 72 92 97
13 16 27 07 09 74 01 03 71 02 04 70 08 0b 73 00 05 78 06 0a 72 10 1b 22 15 17 28 11 18 21 19 1a 20 12 14 26
2b 37 39 77 88 8a 7b 82 85 79 80 84 75 87 8b 7a 81 83 76 86 89 24 31 32 2a 36 3b 23 30 34 25 33 35 29 38 3a
43 44 59 93 94 a3 99 9b a1 91 9a a8 92 96 a5 90 98 a0 95 97 a2 49 4b 50 42 47 57 41 4a 52 40 48 51 45 46 56




















21 22 31 27 29 35 05 09 10 07 08 11 25 26 37 20 2b 33 00 0b 15 01 02 12 04 06 16 03 0a 13 24 28 34 23 2a 30
3b 62 68 39 60 66 17 41 4b 1b 47 4a 38 67 6b 3a 63 65 18 42 49 19 43 45 1a 40 46 14 44 48 36 61 6a 32 64 69
75 78 83 70 7b 85 54 57 a7 55 58 a0 71 76 84 72 79 80 50 52 a3 53 5b a4 56 59 a1 51 5a a2 77 7a 87 73 74 81
8a 92 94 86 97 9a aa b6 b8 a6 b4 b7 89 91 9b 82 95 99 a5 b3 bb a9 b1 ba ab b5 b9 a8 b0 b2 88 90 96 8b 93 98
25 28 47 26 2b 44 07 0a 15 21 29 43 04 09 17 02 06 10 23 27 41 00 08 13 03 0b 11 22 2a 40 01 05 12 20 24 42
49 51 55 4a 52 5a 1b 33 36 46 54 59 19 31 35 1a 32 3b 45 56 5b 18 34 38 14 37 3a 4b 53 57 16 30 39 48 50 58
72 77 80 71 7a 82 61 6b 91 73 78 81 62 69 93 60 64 94 75 7b 83 63 67 96 65 6a 90 70 74 86 66 68 92 76 79 84
89 a3 a8 87 a0 a5 95 b2 bb 85 a7 a9 97 b1 b9 9a b6 ba 8b a1 aa 99 b0 b4 9b b3 b7 8a a4 ab 98 b5 b8 88 a2 a6
15 19 33 03 06 23 14 16 32 01 0b 20 10 12 39 08 0a 21 13 1b 31 11 1a 30 00 09 29 02 05 24 04 07 22 17 18 35
34 52 57 25 47 48 37 55 56 28 41 42 3a 50 5b 2a 40 4a 38 59 5a 3b 51 58 2b 43 4b 27 45 49 26 44 46 36 53 54
85 87 97 64 68 75 83 84 94 60 6a 72 80 88 90 62 6b 71 81 8a 91 89 8b 92 61 63 70 65 66 77 67 69 74 82 86 95
99 a4 a7 76 b5 b7 98 a6 a8 7b b8 ba 9a a3 aa 73 b0 b9 93 a0 ab 9b a1 a2 7a b1 bb 79 b3 b6 78 b2 b4 96 a5 a9
30 3a 46 33 37 40 35 3b 44 06 09 10 01 0a 14 03 07 11 36 39 43 05 0b 15 31 34 45 00 04 17 32 38 41 02 08 13
4b 50 54 42 57 59 47 51 5b 18 23 26 1b 21 24 12 22 29 48 53 58 16 20 2a 4a 55 5a 1a 25 2b 49 52 56 19 27 28
74 76 95 73 79 91 75 7a 96 63 69 82 66 6a 85 61 68 86 70 78 90 65 6b 81 77 7b 94 64 67 80 71 72 93 60 62 83
9b b5 bb 98 b3 b8 9a b1 b4 89 a1 a3 8a a4 a6 88 a2 a9 92 b2 b7 84 a7 ab 97 b0 ba 8b a5 aa 99 b6 b9 87 a0 a8
20 23 53 24 2a 58 04 08 11 22 27 50 28 2b 55 09 0b 14 02 07 12 25 29 54 21 26 51 01 06 16 00 03 13 05 0a 10
56 63 6a 5b 65 69 19 34 3a 57 62 67 59 61 64 18 35 38 1a 30 33 5a 60 68 52 66 6b 1b 32 36 17 31 37 15 39 3b
93 96 a6 90 99 a1 40 45 74 97 9b a2 95 98 a0 41 48 70 46 4a 73 91 94 a5 92 9a a3 43 47 72 42 4b 76 44 49 71
ab b1 b7 a4 b4 b9 79 88 8b aa b0 b3 a9 b5 ba 75 84 8a 77 80 87 a8 b8 bb a7 b2 b6 7a 81 82 7b 83 86 78 85 89
17 1b 58 02 0b 22 18 1a 53 16 19 52 11 13 51 01 04 24 03 08 29 09 0a 23 05 07 20 12 15 50 10 14 55 00 06 21
5a 66 69 28 38 3b 59 67 6a 5b 68 6b 54 60 65 26 31 36 2a 32 3a 2b 33 39 27 30 35 56 61 62 57 63 64 25 34 37
79 7b 82 46 49 96 77 78 89 76 7a 83 72 74 81 42 45 91 47 4b 99 48 4a 97 41 44 93 71 75 84 70 73 80 40 43 90
8b b2 b8 9b a9 ab 8a b3 ba 88 b9 bb 86 b4 b6 92 a1 a5 9a a7 a8 98 a6 aa 95 a0 a2 87 b1 b5 85 b0 b7 94 a3 a4
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Table 8
The "rst two-graph
v k |G| |O| Kmax #Kmax Cmax #Cmax Comment
144 66 190080 1 12 144 12 288 Rank 4
144 66 10 22 8 165 12 26
144 66 2 78 9 2 12 22
144 66 2 78 9 1 12 22
144 66 2 78 8 209 12 31
144 66 2 78 9 2 12 21
144 66 1 144 8 121 12 19
144 66 1 144 8 151 12 25
143 70 1320 3 11 134 11 12 C :T12
Subgraphs of type (77; 40) are formed by seven disjoint maximum 11-cliques in the
143-vertex graph. This follows from an eigenvalue argument of Haemers [5] (Theorem
2:1:5, p. 18) for maximum cliques which implies that a vertex of an 11-clique in any
srg(143; 70; 33; 35) is adjacent to exactly "ve vertices of a disjoint 11-clique. Hence
seven disjoint maximum 11-cliques yield a regular graph of valency 10 + 6× 5=40:
Our srg(143; 70; 33; 35) contains exactly 134 11-cliques. There are 5412 disjoint sets
of seven 11-cliques each forming seven isomorphism classes. Switching with respect
to these (77; 40) graphs yields seven more srg(144; 66; 30; 30)s with groups of order
10, 2 and 1; see Table 8.
From the dual of our SPBIBD(144; 12; 0; 2) we obtain another two-graph with the
same automorphism group 2×M12: If we again isolate a vertex by switching, we obtain
a non-isomorphic srg(143; 70; 33; 35) containing 112 maximum 11-cliques. There are
22 946 disjoint sets of seven 11-cliques each, forming 32 isomorphism classes from
which we can construct 32 additional srg(144; 66; 30; 30)s; see Table 9. Moreover the
143-vertex graph contains a regular graph (65; 28) which yields an srg(144; 65; 28; 30):
This graph can also be obtained from the original regular two-graph srg(144; 66; 30; 30)
by regarding it as a symmetric 2-(144; 66; 30) design which has a polarity with 144
absolute points. Then writing the incidence matrix of this design in a symmetric form
with the absolute points on the main diagonal, and replacing them with zeros, leads to
an srg(144; 65; 28; 30).
Switching sets (77; 40) can also be formed by taking 24 of the 11-cliques in srg
(143; 70; 33; 35) and arranging them into two triangular graphs, T12; each using 12
maximum cliques. A single such set of 24 cliques can be found in each of two
143-vertex graphs. If these sets are used for switching we obtain the original nice
srg(144; 66; 30; 30) in each case.
Here v; k are the number of vertices and valency of the graph, |G| is the order of
its automorphism group, |O| the number of orbits, Kmax; #Kmax; Cmax; #Cmax the size
and number of maximum cliques and cocliques, respectively. The "rst graph in each
set has a transitive rank 4 group 2×M12: The maximum cocliques in the 143 vertex
graphs form a triangular graph T12 on 66 vertices which can be also used to switch
them back to the transitive 144 vertex graphs.
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Table 9
The second two-graph
v k |G| |O| Kmax #Kmax Cmax #Cmax Comment
144 66 190080 1 12 144 12 288 Rank 4
144 66 1440 2 8 480 12 106
144 66 720 3 8 480 12 106
144 66 120 7 8 1320 12 64
144 66 48 11 8 576 12 60
144 66 20 12 8 140 12 56
144 66 20 12 8 160 12 58
144 66 10 24 8 410 12 35
144 66 10 16 10 2 12 35
144 66 10 16 10 2 12 54
144 66 10 16 10 2 12 60
144 66 10 16 10 2 12 57
144 66 5 32 10 2 12 13
144 66 5 32 10 2 12 30
144 66 4 46 8 106 12 28
144 66 2 78 8 48 12 15
144 66 2 78 8 82 12 15
144 66 2 78 8 66 12 15
144 66 2 78 8 60 12 18
144 66 2 78 8 46 12 19
144 66 1 144 9 2 12 17
144 66 1 144 8 61 12 11
144 66 1 144 8 78 12 13
144 66 1 144 8 77 12 12
144 66 1 144 9 2 12 9
144 66 1 144 9 2 12 22
144 66 1 144 8 75 12 16
144 66 1 144 8 63 12 9
144 66 1 144 8 68 12 12
144 66 1 144 8 76 12 13
144 66 1 144 8 57 12 11
144 66 1 144 8 66 12 11
144 66 1 144 9 2 12 14
144 65 480 2 8 60 12 24
143 70 1320 3 11 112 11 12 C :T12
We note that, for each of the parameters given above, the existence of a strongly
regular graph is known; see [2,6].
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